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Conections / Function

Oparate
Turn the filter on by turning the main switch
up.
You can have the filter rinsed by pressing the
button
By pressing the button 5 times in quick
succession you start the emergency cycle of
the filter. The filter then rinses automatically
after a set time. This can be used in case of a
defective float switch.
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Settings
You can change the settings of the controller.

Manuel Settings
When you give yourself access to the
control box you can easily change the
settings of your filter.
To adjust the settings, switch the control
box back on using the main switch.
BE AWARE! You are now working in a
live cabinet. This is entirely at your own
risk.
You can change the settings by using the
following buttons:
Up arrow: previous page / setting and
change values.
Down arrow: next page / setting and
changing values
ESC 3 sec. contents: to select a value.
OK: select / confirm the value to be
changed.
(see "Adjust settings")
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Adjust settings

Adjustments

Description

Dutch/german/english

To select a language, change the value of
the desired language to 1.
ATTENTION !: do not enable more than 1
language.

Cleaning time :

Set the duration of the cleaning time.

Pond pump off :

Pond pump switches off after X time low
water level .(Dry running protection).

Pond pump on :

Pond pump may only be switched on again
after an X time.( Start stop protection).

Error after Pond pump off :

Gives an error when the pump has been
Switched off for the SET time.

Tekst Message :

Sends an SMS when the filter:
The pond pump is not controlled for a set
time.
ATTENTION !: SMS and Refill valve cannot
be used at the same time.

Refill valve :

Using the valve to refill water (1 = on 0 = off)

Time after waste cleaning :

Time that the top-up valve is switched after a
waste cleaning has taken place.

Time after cleaning :

Time that the refill valve is switched after a
cleaning has taken place.

Waste cleaning Enable :

Waste cleaning on or off (1 = on 0 = off)

Waste cleaning when :

Let the waste cleaning take place after X
number of clean cycle.

Waste cleaning duration

Set the duration of the cleaning time.

Forced cleaning on / off:

Forced cleaning on or off (1 = on 0 = off)

Forced cleaning Time:

After x time without automatic cleaning.
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Emergency cycle
If there is too little water in the filter, the controller will go into the Emergency cycle and
switch the pond pump off.
The forced flush will now continue.
If the water level in the filter is OK again, the control will resume the program.
If an SMS module is connected to the output for the SMS, you will automatically receive
an SMS when the control switches off the pond pump.

Connect the solenoid valve.
Connect the cable for the solenoid valve as shown in the figure.

Waste cleaning Valve Q3

Refill Valve Q4
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